The added value of Canadian Journals
Canadian publishers produce more than 200 scholarly journals, many
bilingual and some more than 100 years old.

The realities of journal publishing – a view from Canada’s not-for-profits
A March 2019 CBC report, “Why does it cost millions to access publicly funded research
papers? Blame the paywall,” described how journal publishers profit from the free labour of their
customers. The article emphasized the “excessive profits being taken” by publishers, who “make
profit margins [of] around 40 percent.”
But the CBC article fell short by omitting an important component: the many journals that are
published right here in Canada, most of which are run as not-for-profits.
Well over 200 scholarly journals are produced under not-for-profit models in Canada. They are
available for modest subscription prices – typically half the price of titles from the large
commercial publishers. Publishers like the University of Toronto Press Journals Division,
Canadian Science Publishing (formerly NRC Research Press) and the Canadian Institute for
Studies in Publishing – Journal Services collectively publish more than 80 journals, many of
them bilingual. Some have been publishing for more than a century and they are all held in high
regard by the research community.
The Canadian Association of Learned Journals (CALJ-ACRS), Canada’s national association for
scholarly journals, is fully aware of the tensions between the large STEM publishers and
academic librarians, by far the predominant customers for the products of the “big five”
oligopoly of journal publishers (as described by Université de Montréal’s Vincent Larivière). We
are also aware of the reason libraries focus mainly on their relations with these publishers:
because the products they offer account for such a large percentage of acquisitions budgets.
CALJ would like to highlight to the media, researchers, Canada’s research funders, academic
librarians and senior university administrators the value and expertise Canada’s not-for-profit
journals represent. We call for more collaboration between all parties. We envision that such a
collaboration would see Canada’s journals play an increasingly important role in providing
concrete and long-lasting solutions to the problems libraries are facing, namely in dealing with
the “excessive profits” of the big five international journal publishers.
The CBC could have provided a more complete story if they had reached out to members of
CALJ, who would have highlighted the cost-effectiveness of the Canadian journal publishing
environment. In Canada, things can be done differently. Despite the well-known worldwide
challenges nearly all journals face, such as annual subscriptions cancellations and the diminution
of support for the necessary editorial process, our journals attract millions of article views each
year. The cost of access can amount to less than $0.05 per article. This represents great value for
money. But without sustained revenue, these journals could very well disappear.

Funders and institutions need to bolster the existing knowledge base and infrastructure for
journal publishing. This includes providing resources for libraries to purchase and support
Canadian journals – and for journals to pay professional editors for their work and to adopt
digital technologies. Doing so would allow Canada’s journals to increase their ability to publish
a greater share of Canadian and international research at very affordable prices.
Statements in the CBC coverage, such as “publicly funded scientists do the research, write the
papers and act as peer reviewers for their colleagues’ work without remuneration from
publishing companies,” leave readers with the impression that publishers add nothing of value to
the dissemination of research. They imply that fully conceptualized, easily understood, copyedited and beautifully laid-out articles spring from the minds of researchers and are ready for
simple uploading to the internet. Not to mention the assumption that the articles will reach their
targeted audiences and beyond without the help of effective marketing strategies offered by
publishers. They also imply that there is no informational and researcher-career value in journals
of repute.
The evidence demonstrates otherwise. The nature and costs of scholarly publishing start where
the researcher and their peers leave off: with copyediting, fact- and citation-checking, layout,
illustration creation, proofreading, marketing and building authoritative brands that other
researchers can rely on for authority.
We encourage Canada to recognize (1) journals as part of the research process, (2) the value of
its own national journals, and (3) the importance of not forgetting them when looking for
solutions to the high cost of journal packages. We invite researchers, libraries, funders, journals
and those who specialize in scholarly communications to work together to protect our journals
from international pressures currently facing all of us who work within this sphere. To learn
more about CALJ, please visit our website or contact us at administrator@calj-acrs.ca.
This article was written by the board of directors of the Canadian Association of Learned
Journals, of which Emmanuel Hogg is currently president. The CALJ thanks Letitia Henville for
her editorial suggestions during the drafting of this manuscript. Dr. Henville writes the column
“Ask Dr. Editor” for University Affairs.
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